Impact of nutritional labelling on 10-d energy intake, appetite perceptions and attitudes towards food
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Abstract
The purpose of this study was to investigate the impact of nutritional labelling on energy intake, appetite perceptions and attitudes towards food. During a 10-d period, seventy normal-weight (BMI < 25 kg/m²) and seventy-one obese women (BMI ≥ 30 kg/m²) were given three meals per day under ad libitum conditions. Participants were randomly assigned to one of three experimental labelling groups in which the only difference was the label posted on lunch meal entrees: (1) low-fat label, (2) energy label (energy content of the entree and average daily needs) and (3) no label (control). Average energy intake was calculated by weighing all foods before and after daily consumption. Hunger and fullness perceptions were rated on visual analogue scales immediately before and after each meal. Satiety efficiency was assessed through the calculation of the satiety quotient (SQ). The appreciation and perceived healthiness of the lunch entrees were rated on eight-point Likert scales. There was no difference in energy intake, SQ and attitudes towards food between the three labelling groups. Fasting hunger perception was higher in the low-fat label group compared with the two other groups (P = 0.0037). No interactions between labelling groups and BMI categories were observed. In conclusion, although labelling does not seem to influence energy intake, a low-fat label may increase women’s fasting hunger perceptions compared with an energy label or no label.
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Nutritional labelling has been targeted as a key tool to inform and help individuals in improving eating habits1–3. Grocery food packages are now supplemented by a variety of nutrition labels4–5. Nutrient-content claims are the most prevalent type of nutritional labelling, which is voluntarily provided by the food industry, and is targeting mostly fat content6. Energy posting is also an emerging type of nutritional labelling. In the USA, menu labelling is mandatory at point-of-purchase in restaurant chains in certain cities2,7, and it is promoted in other countries8,9. However, studies do not yet clearly support the efficacy of these food-labelling strategies in changing consumers’ food choices and intake. Evidence suggests that nutrient-content claims could contribute to overeating10,11, particularly among overweight individuals11,12, or have no impact on energy intake11–14. Energy posting may also be relatively ineffective in promoting healthier food choices15. A recent systematic review and meta-analysis has established that menu labelling with energy content alone does not have the intended effect of decreasing calories selected or consumed16. There is thus an urgent need to better understand the impact of nutritional labelling on food intake, more importantly on measured energy intake over several consecutive days. To our knowledge, no studies have yet assessed the impact of nutrition labelling on measured energy intakes for more than one meal and during several days. Considering that women17,18 and overweight individuals19 seem to use food labels more often and be more responsive to nutrition information, it is also relevant to better understand whether nutritional labelling influences food intake differently in these individuals.

Furthermore, pre- and post-meal appetite sensations, which reflect objective components of appetite control20, have been associated with energy intake and have been used to predict subsequent food intake in several studies21–24. Some evidence suggests that food stereotypes may have an impact on appetite sensations. Unhealthy foods can indeed be perceived as providing more energy than healthy foods, and therefore they may be expected or perceived as more satiating25,26. However, less is known about the impact of nutritional labelling on appetite perceptions (AP) and satiety efficiency.

Abbreviations: AP, appetite perceptions; SQ, satiety quotient.
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Appetite sensations may also vary according to weight status. For example, it has been reported that some obese individuals express a lower satiety efficiency – that is a lower change in appetite sensation in response to a test meal\(^{27,28}\). When being overfed, normal-weight individuals showed reduced pre-meal hunger and increased post-meal satiety compared with reduced-obese participants, whose appetite sensations did not change\(^{29}\). However, other studies have suggested that this phenomenon may be independent of BMI\(^{30}\). Moreover, among a college-aged sample, overweight individuals were more likely to use external cues (i.e. food environment) to determine when they were finished with a meal and less likely to use internal cues (i.e. appetite sensations), compared with normal-weight individuals\(^{31}\). Another study reported that among obese men and women only 20% of the eating episodes were initiated because of hunger\(^{32}\). Considering nutritional labelling as an external cue from the food environment, it thus becomes relevant to investigate the impact of weight status on both intake and AP in the presence of nutrition claims.

Food appreciation and perceived healthiness are also important factors that influence food choices and intake\(^{33}\). In that regard, studies have shown that fat-related claims and energy posting can influence healthiness perception\(^{34-38}\), which can have an impact on consumers’ food appreciation. When comparing the same food, whether labelled as low fat or regular, Ebneter et al.\(^{13}\) observed that the regular version was rated as better tasting when participants were aware of the energy content. However, the opposite result was observed when the energy content was not presented. Bowen et al.\(^{39}\) also reported a better appreciation of a milkshake labelled as low fat \(v\). regular, whereas Roefs & Jansen\(^{40}\) reported no difference in the palatability of the two food products. According to Ebneter et al.\(^{13}\), different types of nutritional labelling can have different impacts on perceptions, where a fat content label could be a more powerful determinant of the healthiness assessment than an energy content label. The associations between nutritional labelling, healthiness perception and food appreciation thus remain to be clarified.

Habituation is a form of learning in which a decrease in responsiveness is observed upon repeated exposure to a stimulus\(^{41}\). It is known that food variety is related to increased energy intake and that repeated exposure to the same food for several days is associated with decreased food intake\(^{41-45}\). The extent to which repeated exposure to various food labels can lead to habituation, hence modifying their effect on food intake, is currently unknown.

The primary objective of this study is to compare the impact of two labels (low-fat label and energy label) \(v\). no label on energy intake as a primary outcome, as well as on AP, meals’ appreciation and healthiness perception as secondary outcomes, over a 10-d period among women. We further examined whether body weight (normal weight \(v\). obese) and habituation (first 3 d \(v\). last 3 d of exposure) modify the impact of labelling on food intake, AP, meals’ appreciation and healthiness perception. Our prediction is that being exposed to a low-fat label increases 10-d mean energy intake, whereas presenting energy information does not influence energy intake. We also predict that this increased intake in the low-fat label group is not associated with higher fullness, and therefore women in that group have lower satiety efficiency than women in the energy label and the no-label groups. Finally, we predict that meals in the low-fat label and the energy label groups are perceived as healthier, but they are less appreciated than meals in the no-label group.

Methods

Participants

Between September 2011 and May 2013, 160 women were recruited in the Quebec City metropolitan area through different media. Eligibility to participate in the study was determined by a phone interview. Women had to be aged 25-65 years, to have a normal weight (BMI < 25 kg/m\(^2\)) or to be obese (BMI ≥ 30 kg/m\(^2\)), to have a stable weight (BMI < 5 kg) in the last 3 months, to take no medication (e.g. corticosteroids, tricyclic antidepressants, atypical antipsychotics) or to have no chronic health problems (e.g. food allergies, eating disorders, diabetes, hyperthyroidism) that could affect weight, appetite measurements and food intake, and were not pregnant or lactating. A food questionnaire was used to ensure at least a moderate appreciation (≥3 on a five-point Likert scale) of 95% of the food items offered in the menu and the willingness to consume the food. Participants had to keep a stable level of physical activity throughout the study. Of the 160 participants recruited, three participants dropped out: one left the study before the experimental period because she considered that the study would require too much time and the two others dropped out after a few days of experimentation, because of non-appreciation of the meals and for family reasons. Those two participants were included in the analyses, as a few days were completed and questionnaires were filled out. Moreover, fifteen women whose weight respected the eligibility criteria at phone screening were not included in the analyses because their measured BMI was between 25 and 30 kg/m\(^2\). Three participants were excluded from the analyses because of intention to gain weight (\(n\) 1), and not having seen the labels (\(n\) 2). Therefore, 141 participants were included in the analyses. This study was conducted according to the guidelines laid down in the Declaration of Helsinki, and all procedures involving human subjects were approved by the Laval University Ethics Committee. Written informed consent was obtained from all subjects. The study was registered in the Clinical Trials.gov registry (NCT01604954).

Overview of the study design and procedures

During a 10-d period, participants received three ad libitum take-home meals per d that correspond to 150% of their estimated daily energy requirements (see details below). We decided to offer an ad libitum diet to ensure that participant’s food intake would not be limited by portion size and that participants could consume as much as they wanted. In addition, it has been reported that typical portion size when eating out is usually exceeding the recommendation\(^{44}\). Participants were aware that they were given large servings of each food, but they were free to eat as little or as much as they
wanted. Participants were not allowed to eat or drink anything else than what they were given, except for water, tea or coffee (maximum of two black teas or coffees per d, without cream or sugar added). Participants in each weight group (normal weight and obese) were randomly assigned to one of three experimental labelling groups (low-fat label, energy label or no label) as per a parallel study design. The meals were identical across all three label groups; the only difference was the nutritional information provided on the package of the lunch meal entrée on a 7 × 2.5 cm label. In the low-fat label group, subjects were informed that the main course was ‘low in fat’ and provided ‘0 g of trans fat’. In the energy label group, the energetic content of the main course and average daily needs were indicated on the label (e.g. rice and chicken salad contains 1443.5 kJ/250 ml (345 kcal/250 ml) portion. An adult should eat 8368 kJ/d (2000 cal/d’). Subjects in the third group (no-label group) had no information on their meals. Note that participants were blinded to the real study objectives. They were told that this study aimed to rate the appreciation of a new menu that corresponded to 150 % of their estimated daily energy needs. The activity factor was based on the reported weekly physical activities of each participant. This estimation was then used to adjust the amount of food provided so that participants received an 7-d cyclic menu over a 10-d period (see online Supplementary Appendix for detail on menus and macronutrient content of diets). Meals served on the first 3 d of the experiment were the same as those served on days 8 through 10.

**Anthropometric measurements, energy needs and energy intake**

At baseline (T = 1), participants’ height and weight were measured, and weight categorisation was established using BMI calculations (kg/m²) (normal weight: BMI < 25 kg/m², or obese: ≥30 kg/m²). Participants were told that these measurements aimed at calculating their energy needs. They were asked to complete a web-validated self-administered FFQ to measure usual dietary intake. Results of the FFQ were merged with those calculated with the Harris–Benedict’s formula (i.e. FFQ (k) (kcal)) + (655.1 + (9.56 × weight (kg)) + (1.85 × height (cm)) + (4.68 × age (years)) × activity factor)/2 in order to estimate participants’ energy needs. The activity factor was based on the reported weekly physical activities of each participant. This estimation was then used to adjust the amount of food provided so that participants received an ad libitum menu that corresponded to 150 % of their estimated daily energy requirements. As all participants were asked to bring back the leftovers, intake was calculated by weighting all foods before and after consumption (note that participants were not aware that leftovers were being weighted; they were told that leftovers were looked at as an additional indicator of the appreciation of the meals). All recipes were standardised, and therefore energy content was calculated using nutritional values from the Canadian Nutrient File or from food product labels. Averaged energy intakes over 10 d were calculated separately for breakfast, lunch entrée, lunch sides, dinner and total daily intake.

**Appetite perceptions**

Throughout the 10-d experimental period, participants were asked to record their AP immediately before and after each meal (i.e. breakfast, lunch and dinner) on 150 mm visual analogue scales. For that purpose, two questions were asked: ‘How hungry do you feel?’ (not hungry at all – very hungry); and ’How full do you feel?’ (not full at all – very full). Appetite ratings before meals were referred to as fasting AP, whereas hunger and fullness ratings after meals were considered as post-meal AP (i.e. in response to the meal consumption). Satiety efficiency was assessed by using the satiety quotient (SQ), as adapted from Green et al. In the present study, the post-meal AP were rated only once (immediately after the meal), which contrast with multiple measurements typically used (e.g. every 10 min for a 1-h period after the meal). This adjustment was necessary because of the study design that did not allow such detailed measurement (e.g. participants ate their meals away from the laboratory, they ate a total of thirty meals in 10 d, and were blinded to the study objective). The SQ values were multiplied by 100 in order to obtain a more meaningful range of values, as previously published. The SQ was thus calculated for the two AP using the following equation:

$$\text{SQ}(\text{mm}/418.4\text{kJ} (100 \text{kcal})) = \frac{\text{fasting AP} - \text{post-meal AP}}{\text{energy content of the meal (kJ/(kcal))}} \times 100.$$  

In the result section, absolute values of SQ are used, which means that a higher SQ for any of the two AP under study represents greater satiety efficiency per energy. SQ has been previously associated with energy intake and is considered as a valid indicator of satiety efficiency. The 10-d mean fasting hunger and fullness perceptions, as well as the 10-d mean SQ for hunger and fullness, were calculated for lunch and dinner meals to assess the effect of the nutritional labelling on AP for the targeted meal (i.e. lunch) and for subsequent food intake (i.e. dinner).

**Attitudes towards meals offered**

During the 10-d experimental period, participants were also asked to rate their opinion about each tested meal entrée (i.e. breakfast, lunch and dinner), on eight-point Likert scales. The perceived healthiness of the meals offered was thus evaluated by the following question: ‘How healthy is this meal for you?’ (very unhealthy (1) to very healthy (8)). Participants were also asked to rate their appreciation of each entrée on eight-point Likert scales. As the participants were blinded to the study objectives, they were asked to rate their attitudes towards each entrée, even though only lunch meal entrée’s evaluations were analysed.

**Questionnaires**

At the end of the experimental period (T = 2), participants were asked to complete different questionnaires including sociodemographic, the Restraint Scale and the Intuitive Eating Scale. At this time, they were also questioned in order to make sure that they actually saw the labels on the lunch meals, and were asked their opinion regarding the objective of the study, as a manipulation check. Finally, they were informed of the real objectives of the study and provided a second written consent to allow the use of the collected data.
Statistical analyses

On the basis of a Cohen’s d estimate of 0.35, which represents an effect size (ES) defined as small\(^\text{14}\), power calculations using G*PowerNT statistical software (version 3.1.0) indicated that a sample size of \( n = 144 \) allows the detection of significant differences with an \( \alpha \) level of 0.05 and a power (1-\( \beta \) error probability) of 0.90. MIXED models for repeated measures were used to compare the impact of the three experimental labelling groups on mean daily energy intake, AP and attitudes towards food. Interactions between experimental labelling groups and days were treated as fixed effects and subject as random effect. To assess the secondary objectives, interactions between experimental labelling groups and BMI categories (normal weight \( v. \) obese), and between experimental groups and time periods (first \( v. \) last \( 3 \) d of the \( 10 \)-d feeding period), were assessed for energy intake, AP and attitudes towards food. Because we have used a 7-d cycling menu, the comparison of average values in two time periods, namely, days 1–3 \( v. \) days 8–10, enabled the assessment of the cumulative exposure to the labels over a 1-week period. To ensure the most adequate statistical fit of the models, the structure of the covariance matrix for each outcome variable was taken into account in all analyses. The Tukey’s adjustment was used to account for multiple comparisons within each analysis. The ES of the study outcomes were calculated using the Cohen’s \( d \) formula. Baseline characteristics between groups were compared using the generalised linear model procedure. All variables were normally distributed, and thus no data transformation was needed. Differences at \( P < 0.05 \) were considered significant. All statistical analyses were performed using the Statistical Analysis Software (SAS) version 9.2 (SAS Institute).

Results

After randomisation, \( n = 46 \) women were allocated to the low-fat label group (\( n = 23 \) normal weight and 23 obese), \( n = 48 \) to the energy label group (\( n = 25 \) normal weight and 25 obese) and \( n = 47 \) to the no-label group (\( n = 22 \) normal weight and 25 obese). Baseline characteristics for experimental labelling groups and BMI categories are shown in Table 1. There were significant between-group differences for age and estimated daily energy requirements despite randomisation. Considering that these variables can influence the primary outcomes, age and estimated energy requirements were consequently added as covariates in all analyses. Energy intake at lunch was also adjusted for energy consumed at breakfast, and energy intake at dinner was adjusted for energy consumed at lunch. SQ were adjusted for fasting AP.

Primary outcome: energy intake

Nutritional labelling on the lunch entrée had a small, but non-significant, effect on 10-d mean energy intake from the lunch entrée (see Table 2). Nutritional labelling on the lunch entrée had no impact on energy intake from the lunch sides or later during the day, as assessed by \textit{ad libitum} intakes at dinner. There was a small, but non-significant, difference between labelling groups in overall daily total energy intake.

No interaction was observed between experimental labelling groups and BMI categories for the 10-d mean energy intake for the lunch entrée (\( F_{2,1250} = 1.00; P = 0.37 \)), lunch sides (\( F_{2,1250} = 0.41; P = 0.67 \)), dinner (\( F_{2,1251} = 1.30; P = 0.27 \)) and whole day intake (\( F_{2,1249} = 0.54; P = 0.58 \)). There was also no significant interaction between experimental labelling groups and time (mean of days 1 – 5 \( v. \) mean of days 8 – 10) for the 3-d mean energy intake for the lunch entrée (\( F_{2,691} = 1.46; P = 0.23 \)), lunch sides (\( F_{2,691} = 0.50; P = 0.74 \)), dinner (\( F_{2,693} = 0.73; P = 0.48 \)) and whole day (\( F_{2,693} = 0.26; P = 0.77 \)).

Secondary outcome: appetite perceptions

For the whole sample, a small and significant experimental labelling group effect was observed for the 10-d mean fasting hunger perception, where significantly higher hunger perception was reported in the low-fat label group compared with the energy label and the no-label groups (see Table 2). No difference was observed for the 10-d mean fasting fullness perception. Small but non-significant effects of experimental labelling groups on 10-d mean SQ for hunger and for fullness was observed. With regard to the AP at the subsequent meal (i.e. dinner), no significant difference between the three labelling groups was noted for the 10-d mean fasting hunger perception, fasting fullness perception, SQ for hunger and SQ for fullness (all \( P > 0.05 \)).

No interaction between experimental labelling groups and BMI categories was observed for the 10-d mean fasting hunger perception (\( F_{2,1256} = 0.69; P = 0.50 \)), fasting fullness perception (\( F_{2,1147} = 0.74; P = 0.48 \)), SQ for hunger (\( F_{2,1225} = 1.46; P = 0.23 \)) and for the SQ for fullness (\( F_{2,1132} = 2.06; P = 0.13 \)). No main effect of experimental labelling groups by time (mean of days 1 – 3 \( v. \) mean of days 8 – 10) interaction was observed for the 3-d mean fasting hunger (\( F_{2,606} = 0.45; P = 0.63 \)) and fullness perceptions (\( F_{2,628} = 0.86; P = 0.41 \)), and for the 3-d mean SQ for hunger (\( F_{2,617} = 1.36; P = 0.26 \)) and for the 3-d mean SQ for fullness (\( F_{2,1132} = 2.06; P = 0.13 \)). Specifically, the 3-d mean SQ for hunger in the energy label group was significantly lower at days 8 – 10 (\( 10.3 (\text{sd} 5.3) \text{mm/418.4 kcal} \) (100 kcal)) compared with days 1 – 3 (11.0 (\text{sd} 4.8) \text{mm/418.4 kcal})), whereas no difference was observed in the low-fat label and no-label groups.

Secondary outcome: attitudes towards food

The rating of attitudes towards the lunch meals offered showed that the 10-d mean appreciation and healthiness perception were not significantly different between experimental labelling groups (see Table 2). No experimental labelling group by BMI interaction was observed for the appreciation (\( F_{2,1244} = 0.27; P = 0.77 \)) and the healthiness perception of the lunch meals (\( F_{2,1086} = 1.30; P = 0.27 \)). No experimental labelling group by time interaction was observed for the two attitudes (\( F_{2,680} = 0.60; P = 0.55 \) for appreciation; \( F_{2,547} = 0.16; P = 0.85 \) for healthiness perception).
### Table 1. Baseline characteristics of the sample
(Mean values and standard deviations; numbers and percentages)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Baseline characteristics</th>
<th>Low-fat label</th>
<th>Energy label</th>
<th>No label</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Normal weight (n 23)</td>
<td>Obese (n 23)</td>
<td>Normal weight (n 25)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age (years)*</td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>SD</td>
<td>Mean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43.5^a</td>
<td>10.8</td>
<td>52.3^b</td>
<td>11.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMI (kg/m^2)</td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>SD</td>
<td>Mean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22.4^a</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>34.7^b</td>
<td>3.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daily energy requirements (kJ)†</td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>SD</td>
<td>Mean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8884.2^a</td>
<td>709.8</td>
<td>10 184.4^b</td>
<td>971.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daily energy requirements (kcal)†</td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>SD</td>
<td>Mean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2123.4</td>
<td>169.7</td>
<td>2434.1</td>
<td>232.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intuitive eating score‡</td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>SD</td>
<td>Mean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.7^a</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>14.8^b</td>
<td>3.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Worker</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>78.3</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unemployed/retired</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>13.0</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Highest level of education§</td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>SD</td>
<td>Mean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elementary school</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High school</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>College</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>34.8</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>52.2</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Family income (CA$)**</td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>SD</td>
<td>Mean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0–19 999</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 000–39 999</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>13.0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40 000–59 999</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60 000–79 999</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>21.7</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80 000–99 999</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥100 000</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>26.1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

^a,b Mean values within a row with unlike superscript letters were significantly different.

* Participants in the energy label group are significantly older than participants in the low-fat label and the no-label groups (P=0.0149).

† Daily energy requirements of participants in the energy label group are significantly higher than participants in the no-label group (P=0.0206).

‡ Missing values of prefer not to answer (low-fat, obese: n 1; no-label, obese: n 1).

§ Missing values of prefer not to answer (low-fat, obese: n 1; energy, obese: n 1; no-label, obese: n 4).

¶ Missing values of prefer not to answer (low-fat, obese: n 3; energy, normal weight: n 2; no-label, obese: n 2).

** Missing values of prefer not to answer (low-fat, low-weight: n 5; low-fat, obese: n 5; energy, normal weight: n 5; energy, obese: n 3; no-label, low-weight: n 1; no-label, obese: n 3).
that low-fat foods are perceived as lower in energy (11), are more specifically energy intake, among men and women, and more particularly fat content posting, in a cafeteria context, significantly reduced the guilt associated with socially acceptable (12), can be considered as a useful strategy to help reducing food intake (58). In the present study, a small but non-significant difference in intake was found between the energy label and no-label groups for the lunch meal entrée. Girz et al. (59) reported that perceptions of food healthfulness could be a decisive factor in the amount of food eaten by participants when exposed to energy labelling. The fact that participants in the present study did not differ in the healthiness perception could be one of the reasons explaining the absence of difference in the intake (59), as energy posting is more likely to influence energy intake when energy information is in discordance with participants’ expectations. It would be relevant to conduct future controlled experiments in a real-life restaurant setting (e.g. menu choices, energy content indicated for dish served), in which the meals’ energy content would be higher than in the present study.

In accordance with Hoekkens et al. (60), the present results indicated that participants did not eat more at dinner after a lunch meal with v. without label. However, these findings differ from many other studies (38, 61, 62) possibly because of the fact that previous studies either only partially controlled (non-imposed home meals) or used buffets that both allowed the possibility for participants to compensate with the foods they actually wanted to eat. In the present study, participants did not have the choice of what to eat, which may explain why they seemed less likely to compensate (63). Moreover, our study differs from the others with its 10-d design, which can partly explain the mixed results. However, it cannot be ruled out that exposure to nutritional labelling in general might not influence later food intake.

In accordance with Steenhuis et al. (64) and Gravel et al. (65), our results indicate that weight status has no influence on how
food labels affect food intake. This is inconsistent, however, with data from other studies from Wansink & Chandon(112) and McCann et al. The mixed results found in the literature can be partly explained by the variance in type of food offered (i.e. snacks(11,34,64) or whole meals(12)). There is a need for additional studies to more clearly delineate the potential interaction between labelling and weight status as it pertains to energy intake in contexts of a snack or a whole meal, as well as over several days.

Finally, the impact of nutritional labelling was not different between conditions according to habituation (first 3 d of last 3 d of exposure). As no effect of experimental labelling groups on intake was observed overall, it is not surprising that no groups by time interaction was observed. To our knowledge, no other study has assessed the impact of labelling on such a period of time (i.e. 10 d).

**Appetite perceptions**

Contrary to our prediction, small but non-significant effects were observed between nutritional labelling groups for the 10-d mean SQ for both hunger and fullness among women. A small and significant effect of experimental labelling groups was, however, observed, as it pertains to fasting hunger perception, but not for the fasting fullness perception. This result differs from our prediction, as we had predicted a lower satiety efficiency in the low-fat label group but observed an increased fasting hunger. This result would mean that a low-fat label seems to alter the state in which one initiates a meal. However, given that energy intake and SQ did not significantly differ between experimental labelling groups, we could propose that the effect of the low-fat label on the fasting perceptions does not seem to be related to adverse consequences (e.g. overeating). It cannot although be ruled out that the absence of adverse consequences might be because of the design of the study, where participants were not allowed to choose their food.

The results of the present study suggest that weight status does not influence the way nutritional labelling affects AP. As shown in Table 1, obese participants had lower intuitive eating scores and higher restraint scores at baseline than normal-weight participants. We could have expected that restraint eaters would have rated their hunger and fullness perceptions according to what they thought was the appropriate way to answer in line with normative cues(65), instead of relying on their physical sensations, as proposed by the intuitive eating concept(53). Restrained subjects, who have a more ‘external’ eating regulation(51), could thus be expected to be more easily influenced by nutritional labels. Our results are in discordance with Green et al.(48) who reported that restrained eaters found lower-energy lunches more satiating per unit of energy than the higher-energy lunches.

We observed that the energy-labelled meals were perceived less satiating in the last days compared with the first days according to the SQ for hunger. One cannot help but wonder whether this observation could have been the result of habituation (i.e. decrease in responsiveness upon repeated exposure) to the labels or to meals on days 1 – 3 and days 8 – 10 (at a 1-week interval). Epstein et al.(41) tested the habituation to the same meal, presented either daily for 5 consecutive days or weekly for 5 weeks (once a week) among obese and non-obese individuals. Whereas a habituation was observed with the daily consumption, there was no indication of long-term habituation for the weekly exposition. It would thus be reasonable to assume that the differences observed in SQ for hunger were not because of the repetition of the meals, but because of the daily presentation of the labels.

To our knowledge, no study has yet evaluated the influence of nutritional labelling at one meal on hunger and fullness perceptions at a subsequent meal. Results from the present study suggest that the low-fat claim and the energy label presented on lunch meals have no impact on the perceptions of hunger and fullness at the subsequent meal (i.e. dinner), in women over a 10-d period. Our results are in accordance with Higgs(66) works on the memory and its role in appetite regulation, where hunger and satiety perceptions do not seem to be influenced by the previous eating episode. In that study, immediately before a taste test, participants were asked whether to think of the food eaten in the previous meal or to think of anything they wanted. Even if the participants in the first group did eat significantly less of the tested food, no difference was observed in the rating of their appetite sensations.

**Appreciation and healthiness perception**

Contrary to the initial predictions, attitudes towards food were not influenced by nutritional labelling. These results differ from those obtained in earlier studies, which suggested that a food product labelled with a health claim is usually perceived as healthier(34–37). Furthermore, as explained by the ‘unhealthy = tasty intuition’(67), foods that are considered as being healthier are often perceived as less tasty. However, according to Wansink et al.(68), a ‘healthy label’ on a ‘hedonic’ food product is more likely to influence one’s perceptions than the same label posted on a ‘utilitarian’ food. Thus, studies using entrées and side dishes that are considered as relatively nutritious are less likely to detect significant differences between label conditions(69).

However, in the present study, nutritious meals were used in order to be in line with the mock objective of the study (i.e. rating the appreciation of a new 7-d cyclic menu over a 10-d period). In addition, it appears that consumers are more likely to seek for nutrition information on food products considered as healthier(70), which supported our choice of offering relatively healthy meals.

**Strength and limitations**

The strengths of this study, such as a 10-d exposure to nutritional labelling and the consumption of all foods in each participant’s own environment as opposed to a laboratory setting, are not without certain limitations. Results from this study need to be interpreted in the context of a relatively educated population, with half of the women having a university degree compared with 28% of the Canadian population(71). Whether results apply to populations with a lower degree of education needs further investigation. In a review of the literature on nutritional labelling, Cowburn & Stockley(64) concluded that consumers with lower levels of...
education and income are more likely to have difficulties in understanding nutritional labelling. Moreover, the study has been conducted in the Institute of Nutrition and Functional Foods, which is well known in the Quebec City vicinity for the studies it performs related to health and nutrition. There is a possibility that the women recruited had particular interest towards nutrition, being possibly more knowledgeable and critical about nutritional labelling. Another limitation of this study is that the SQ for hunger and fullness was not assessed using multiple measures over time as it was done in other studies\cite{16,30}. Using multiple measures of AP after the meals would have enabled us to explore the possibility to observe immediate post-ingestion effects that are different from the effects produced later. Furthermore, as it was not possible for us to respect an *ad libitum* context because the meals were eaten at home, we gave food that covered 150% of the participants' daily needs. Women had the possibility to eat as much or as less as they wanted, and they ate on average 68% of the food provided (from 25 to 100%). However, in real life, most eating occasions are terminated through environmental cues such as portion size, and it is common to finish the plate\cite{63}. We cannot ignore the fact that some participants may have eaten all the food offered because of portion size cues and not because they were influenced by the labels, and that portion size cues may have a different impact according to weight status.

**Conclusions**

This study contributes to the literature by enhancing the understanding of the impact of nutritional labelling on energy intake, AP and attitudes. Data suggest that different types of food labelling do not significantly influence energy intake and attitudes towards foods over a 10-d period. However, a low-fat label seems to increase fasting hunger perception in women. We also addressed the impact of a 10-d exposure to nutritional labelling on habituation to labels regarding energy intake, AP and attitudes towards foods. Contrary to many studies, we explored these issues in a more ‘real life’ context. Similar studies should also be undertaken in men and women to assess sex comparison. It would also be interesting to examine whether an intervention on the recognition of hunger and satiety sensations (intuitive eating) leads to different results concerning the influence of nutritional labelling. It is important to note that small ES were observed for both intake and AP. As reported previously\cite{72}, a small difference of 418 kJ daily can make a difference on weight gain prevention over years. Considering the small but non-significant differences observed in the present study (e.g. 404 more kJ daily in energy label v. no label) over a 10-d period, these findings still stress the need to conduct further studies in various settings in order to address the public health relevance of nutritional labelling strategies.
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